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Every single day on this earth is eventful. From the morning, we wake up, till the night, we fall
asleep; we witness things happening around us. We enjoy them, we despise them. They are our
memories. Everyone loves cherishing sweet memories. Donâ€™t we need to store these beautiful
memories for the rest of our life? Yes, we must. Photography is the easiest way to do it. We even
have camcorders to capture moving moments. However itâ€™s not always so easy to preserve them;
store them safely.

1. We are always limited by our living space.

2. Not everybody of us lives in nice cool and dry weather. So, preserving photo-prints within picture
frames on our living room walls could be difficult.

3. Rising cost of photo emulsion is making quality photo prints dearer everyday.

So, solution is digitized memory. This was you can store endless images within digital photo-frames.
Letâ€™s see what you gain with these digital frames. 

1. Digital photo frames are space saving. Some of them has inbuilt memory; but all of them accept
external memory card like microSD, SD and so on. That was you are limited only by your
imagination.

2. Unlike picture frames, you donâ€™t need any well-lit corner to place a digital photoframe. They are
self-illuminating. Some of the high-end frames can even adjust with ambience light.

3. Digital photoframe prices in India range between Rs 2,000 and Rs 10,000. There are many digital
photoframes that can play movie and audio files. So, if you have shot movie snippet of the last
weekend trip, then you can play it here.

4. This technology saves earth from lot of toxic chemicals used in manufacturing photography
papers and emulsions. Besides, you save lots of plastic wastes used in studios.

5. Digital frames are cost saving. Once you buy the digital frame, you hardly need to spend money
on albums, photo printing etc. Just capture the moment with your digicam and post it on digital
frame.

6. Digital frames are stand-alone. That means you donâ€™t need computers to store photos, movies
and audios.

7. Today digital frames are pretty inexpensive. With rising printing cost, you can easily recover the
cost with money you save on prints and albums.

The only serious problem with this technology is they run on electricity. You can either plug them
with household electric supply or fit them with rechargeable batteries. However, with no moving part
inside, they consume very meager amount of electricity. So, get yourself a digital photoframe and
preserve your memory safely.   
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